
Michael P. Huerta, Administrator 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington, D.C. 20024 

Ci~ of Palo Alto 
Office of the Mayor and City Council 

Subject: City of Palo Alto Response to FAA Initiative Phase Two Report Issued July 2017 

Dear Administrator Huerta: 

On behalf of the Palo Alto City Council and further to our letter dated July 7, 2017, I want to reiterate 
our continuing appreciation for the work of FAA staff to address the problems Palo Alto and neighboring 
cities have experienced since implementation of the NextGen program in the Northern California 
Metroplex. NextGen added substantial air traffic to our skies, mainly due to the high concentration of 
jets that now fly over or near MENLO waypoint, at low altitudes, throughout the day and night. It 
remains critical to achieve meaningful relief since jet noise - as well as emissions - have a negative 
impact on the quality of life and health of people who live, work and study in our City. 

We recognize that the FAA Initiative to Address Noise Concerns of Santa Cruz/Santa Clara/San 
Mateo/San Francisco Counties is intended to explore changes to published procedures that would help 
mitigate noise complaints. The purpose of this letter is to highlight Palo Alto's top three priorities as they 
relate to specific items in the FM's Phase Two report issued July 2017 (the "Report") as part of the 
initiative. 

While the Report signals some relief is in progress at last, we are concerned the FAA does not provide 
adequate assurance that solutions will include higher, more distributed flights, as well as fewer 
overnight flights, sooner rather than later. Nor does it sufficiently commit to a transparent process -
including credible impact assessments - before any final implementation decisions. We urge the FM to 
consider the below priorities as it prepares for Phase Three of the initiative process. 

1. Reduce the concentration of SFO arrivals using MENLO waypoint. Per FAA data, 60% of SFO 
arrivals pass over or near MENLO waypoint, mostly on the SERFR and BDEGA West-leg paths. One 
action that would greatly alleviate this problem is to designate alternative waypoint(s) to MENLO for 
a portion of SERFR southern arrivals {which represent 30% of all SFO arrivals). The Report indicates 
this proposal is "currently under evaluation" {4.d .iv). Some alternative waypoints have been 
proposed that could enable aircraft to fly at significantly higher altitudes - and over less-populated 
areas- and then descend the length of the Bay. We also encourage the FM to develop other 
options based on its analysis and modeling. To address potential objections to moving some flights 
(in both this and other contexts), the FAA should specify objective criteria for what constitutes 
"noise shifting."1 

1 One such standard appears in the FAA's Finding of No Significant Impact and Record of Decision for the NorCal 
OAPM Project issued July 2014 (at http://www.metroplexenvironmental.com/docs/norcal metroplex/ 
NorCal OAPM FONSl-ROD.pdf). On page 5, it states that noise impacts need only be evaluated for proposed 
changes in arrival procedures up to 7,000 feet above ground level (AGL), which implies that re-routing flights to 
above 7,000 feet AGL would not be considered to cause noise-shifting. To the extent some overflights of 
populated areas will occur below 7,000-foot altitudes, the FAA should establish an equitable dispersal approach 
that uses a "pre-NextGen baseline" of flight concentrations. 
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Another action that would help reduce MENLO concentration is to rebalance BDEGA West northern 
arrivals {which come down the Peninsula and make a U-turn over Palo Alto area) and BDEGA East 
arrivals {which fly more over the Bay). We appreciate that the Report indicates rerouting night 
flights is feasible and could be implemented in the short term {l.c.vi, 2.a.i). The Report additionally 
states that rerouting flights during certain times of the day is also feasible but implementation 
would be in the long term {3.a.i), and that restoring the West/East balance to its pre-2010 level 
{SO/SO) is "currently under evaluation" (4.a.iii). Although these changes would still leave a 
significant number of BDEGA flights over Palo Alto, they would provide some relief, and we 
therefore hope the FAA proceeds with these steps as expeditiously as possible. 

2. Increase minimum altitude for all flights over/in vicinity of MENLO waypoint to at least 5,000 feet. 
The current minimum altitude at MENLO is 4,000 feet {although anecdotal data from users of the 
stop.jetnoise.net app show a significant portion of jets overfly MENLO below 4,000 feet), which is 
lower than before NextGen. The Select Committee on South Bay Arrivals unanimously 
recommended increasing the minimum altitude to S,000 feet for all traffic over and around MENLO. 
The Report states that a S,000 minimum altitude for vectored flights in the vicinity of Menlo, as well 
as aircraft crossing Menlo/vicinity under visual conditions, is "currently under evaluation" (4.d.i, 
4.d.ii). The Report rejects a 4,000-foot minimum altitude for instrument approaches over MENLO as 
"not feasible" due to "procedural development criteria & safety standards" (6.c.viii). 

While we are encouraged that S,000-foot minimums are under evaluation for vectored and visual 
approaches and urge prompt action, we believe strongly that similar relief must be extended to 
instrument arrivals, which constitute much of the MENLO traffic. The FAA provided assurance that 
NextGen would allow aircraft to "maintain higher altitudes and lower thrust for longer periods" in its 
draft Environmental Assessment for the NorCal OAPM published in March 2014.2 No sound reason 
has been given why a S,000-foot minimum for instrument flights would not be feasible if, for 
example, the glide slopes for RWYs 28R and/or 28L were increased even slightly to allow for higher 
descending altitudes, especially considering that technological advances such as RNAV and GPS 
enable aircraft to follow more accurate and better-defined routes. We therefore urge the FAA to 
reconsider its position and to further provide a means for ongoing monitoring and enforcement to 
assure compliance once new procedures are established. 

3. Reduce vectoring of SFO arrivals without worsening MENLO concentration. About SO% of arrivals 
on SERFR, plus those on BDEGA and OCEANIC, are routinely turned off their assigned procedure by 
Air Traffic Control to sequence them for merging onto final SFO approach. This causes substantial 
noise due to more aircraft miles, turning, and changes in speed. The Report notes that a proposal 
for the FAA to work with the SFO Roundtable "to determine where aircraft can be vectored with the 
least noise impact" is feasible/short-term {2.d.i). Increased in-trail separation on SERFR and possibly 
BDEGA, which may entail ground delays at departing airports, is noted as feasible/long-term (3.c.ii). 
We appreciate the intent to direct aircraft to be vectored so as to cause "the least noise impact," 
but request more specific criteria for how this determination will be made. Also, under no 
circumstances should a reduction in vectoring lead to even higher concentrations on flight paths 
over and around MENLO waypoint. 

2 At http://www.metroplexenvironmental.com/docs/norcal metroplex/NorCal OAPM DEA Complete.pdf, 
section 1.2.5.3. 
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In addition, the FAA is considering reverting the SERFR track to the old BSR track (2.f.i). The Select 
Committee had conditioned its approval of this proposal on several criteria to prevent moving noise as 
compared to 2014 levels, and it is important these are followed. Further, we continue to believe that 
improved, supplemental noise metrics are critical to properly assess the true impact experienced by 
people on the ground, and we encourage prompt action on the FAA's evaluation of this issue (4.e.xi). 

The Palo Alto City Council remains committed to working with the FAA, San Francisco International 
Airport, San Jose International Airport, Congressional leaders, our neighboring cities and counties, and 
all stakeholders to ensure a reasonable solution is identified for our region. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
H. G egory Scharff 
Mayor 

cc: Senator Dianne Feinstein of California 
Senator Kamala D. Harris of California 
Representative Anna Eshoo 
Representative Jackie Speier 
Dennis Roberts, Federal Aviation Administration, Regional Administrator 
Palo Alto City Council 
James Keene, City Manager 
Molly Stump, City Attorney 
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